Seven students arrested for party

by Jim Cayne  
Staff Reporter

Seven Notre Dame students arrested at an off-campus party last Friday evening will pay the penalty enforced by the State of Indiana and no further punitive action will be taken by the University, according to ND Dean of Students James Roemer.

The arrests took place at a party held at 832 N. Notre Dame Avenue. Those arrested were: Stephen Bitter and Bruce Martin, both of

823 N. Notre Dame, on charges of selling without a permit; and housemates James Stephens, Gregory Swita, Thomas Byrne, John O'Connell, and Patrick Keough on charges of conducting unauthorized dealings.

Stephens said that around 10 p.m. two undercover policemen came to the party where Martin and Bitter were collecting money. These two policemen paid admission to the party. A short time later, uniformed policemen arrived on the scene and asked Martin and Bitter what they were collecting for.

When told it was for the party that was taking place in the back yard, the policemen asked those dispensing the beer if anyone had a bartending license or if they had any carding facilities. Each of the seven were then charged with a $50 bond, taken to the police station, and booked.

Stephens said that Martin and Bitter were actually charged with "selling cups," while the others were charged with "dealing with a prohibitive substance." He added that it could have been worse if they had been "charged with contributing to the delinquency of a minor."

The seven students are now waiting for their hearing, which will be held on Wednesday. According to Stephens, the group has already decided to "Hunt the possibility of his representing them at the trial. Roemer said he knows that there have been similar problems in the neighborhood. He said that from now on he will advise Notre Dame Security to bring all public advertisements concerning parties to him. He will in turn notify the Northeast Neighborhood Council, so that they will be aware of the party, he added.

"I'm not in any sympathetic position with the seven students," he stated. They allegedly broke the law and if convicted, will have to pay the price, according to Roemer. He also said that the University will not intercede on behalf of the students.

"They also admitted to being under the influence and said they would not have done it otherwise."

"Numero one is that they will have to make restitution," Roemer emphasized.

He asked that students whose cars were damaged call his office at 6144 within the next five days. They should state where the car was parked and give an estimate of the damage. "If possible," Roemer added, "they should send a letter."

The two students will also have some sanction imposed on them, according to Roemer. But he has not yet decided exactly what this will be.

Roemer clarified the absence of University responsibility for student cars, saying, "there is no way we can guarantee" protection. The lights around some parking lots, he said, are not yet completed and the rest of the University is dimmish crime, he said.

"I'm convinced most of the damage is done by other students," Roemer stated, "and I just

[Continued on page 2]

Hall vice-presidents elected as reps to Campus Life Council

by Patrick O'Leary

The election of student representatives to the Campus Life Council was finalized last Tuesday night in LaFortune.

Representing the North Quad on the council next year will be Chip Walter, vice president of Flanner, and Curtis Weselen, vice-president of Grace, who won the run-off election last Tuesday. Robert Ryan and Ed Zier, vice-presidents of Badin and Grace, will represent the South Quad. The four were elected by the outgoing representatives.

In addition to four hall vice-presidents, the Campus Life Council is composed of three hall rectors from each quad, two members of the Faculty Senate, the student body president, and one representative from the Student Union and HPC. As of yet, the people who will fill the remaining positions have not been determined.

The Council, which was created by the Board of Trustees last October, meets weekly and is supposed to "act as a forum where faculty, administrative, and student representatives can discuss campus life and make recommendations to the vice-president for Student Affairs," Andy McKenna, student body president commented.

"At every third meeting," McKenna added, "three executive members, another faculty member, the vice-president for Student Affairs, and the dean of students sit in to consider immediate problems and suggestions the Council might have."

During the two weeks in between formal meetings, the two groups meet separately. "This procedure," McKenna said, "gives the regular members a little more freedom to discuss issues more openly without being stymied."

The First council meeting is scheduled for next Wednesday, by which time the other members will have been chosen. An issue which McKenna feels will be majorly the upcoming agenda is the University's fire regulation policy, specifically the policy on lofts.

"We want to understand the University's position more clearly," McKenna commented, "and try to develop a more practical loft policy without sacrificing fire safety on campus."

‘Vandals will make restitution’: Roemer

by Rosemary Mills  
Editorial Editor

On March 31, two male students damaged several cars in the D-2 west parking lot, according to James Roemer, ND dean of students. Roemer announced yesterday that the pair will make restitution for the damages. Students who wish to be reimbursed should contact his office.

The incident took place at approximately 3 a.m. Roemer related that two students left the library bar and drove to the D-2 parking lot. The pair then ran through the lost to campus, breaking car antennas and damaging windshield wipers en route.

Unknown to them, however, a third event was about to Roemer called in legal terms "vandalism and malicious trespassing." After following the two, he caught up to them in from of the ND post office.

Roemer said the student fronted them "is rather strong terms," and told them off. The fight attracted the attention of security, and the main guard. Security stopped the fight and learned of the damage.

A quick investigation revealed some damage and the case was sent to Roemer. "Both students admitted their actions," Roemer stated. "They also admitted to being under the influence and said they would not have done it otherwise."

"Numero one is that they will have to make restitution," Roemer emphasized.

He asked that students whose cars were damaged call his office at 6144 within the next five days. They should state where the car was parked and give an estimate of the damage. "If possible," Roemer added, "they should send a letter."

The two students will also have some sanction imposed on them, according to Roemer. But he has not yet decided exactly what this will be.

Roemer clarified the absence of University responsibility for student cars, saying, "there is no way we can guarantee" protection. The lights around some parking lots, he said, are not yet completed and the rest of the University is dimmish crime, he said.

"I'm convinced most of the damage is done by other students," Roemer stated, "and I just
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American Scene Series
Aldous delivers family

by Molly Wealle
Senior Staff Writer

Joa Aldous, professor of socio-
logy at Notre Dame, discussed how a family’s financial well-being in her lecture “Of Time and Family” last night in Saint Mary’s Carroll Hall. 200 students and faculty members attended the event, which was sponsored by SMC’s American Scene Cultural Series.

“The essence of time is rhythm and recurrences,” Aldous noted. “It becomes divided and husbanded as it becomes more plentiful.”

“The interlocking of individual time management, the change in family time,” she continued. “Look at your own lives. You have the role of being offspring or a sibling-five now you may be thinking of being a spouse or parent. You’re having to make a lot of transitions in a short time.”

According to Aldous, the decline of the birthrate of children in the United States and the increase of babies born out of wedlock to due to the conditions of these times, most couples have the right to choose to have children in the future.

“One reason this is of public interest is the fact that my single mother is 50 percent less than when a husband and wife are present,” Aldous pointed out.

“Are those who have married
every year younger than 19, as compared to those who marry later, have children earlier, husbands with lower-than-median salaries, and a shortened educational car-
er,” she remarked. “They’re also four times more likely to be divorced.”

“These same women want their daughters to marry later in life, suggesting the impact in tim-
ing,” Aldous said.

Aldous also predicted that the students present would have more children than their parents or grandparents, and that 40 to 50 percent of them will eventually divorce.

“The kinds of decisions you make in the next few years are going to have very long-range affects,” Aldous warned.

Aldous, whose Family Careers, was published last month, has been teaching at Notre Dame for two years. She has the distinction of being the only female full-professor at Notre Dame.

Cars vandalized

(Continued from page 1)

“Don’t know to do many more things we can do. We are not responsible for damaging property or in parking lots,” Roemer also strongly condemn-
ed the students who confronted the vandals.

The Student Union is sponsoring a
Logos Contest
$25 prize
Submit entries to Student Union
Deadline: April 30

MUSICAL EVENT OF THE YEAR

INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTH BEND
AND
BETHEL COLLEGE
with the SOUTH BEND SYMPHONY CHORUS

An Epic Grand Opera
April 27, 28 and May 2, 4, 6
U.S.S. Auditorium - 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $7.50, $5.50, $3.50
D. Ralph Appelman as the Tzar

Boris Godunov

OPEN IN ENGLISH
Order tickets now. Call 237-4102

A Special Presentation Commemorating the 500th Anniversary of Thomas More’s Birth
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Roemer announces selection of 1978-79 Senior Bar managers
by Rosemary Mills
Editorial Editor

The 1978-79 Senior Bar general manager will be Mike Schlageter, announced James Roemer, ND dean of students. The two other position will be filled by Ron Zoroomski and Pat Jordan.

The three were chosen from over 50 applicants, all of whom were interviewed and rated by Jimmy Dunne, Rich Civitelo, or Ken Ricci, the present managers. Roemer and Ken Milani, associate professors of history and advisor, then interviewed the top nine applicants and made the final decision.

Dunne said he was happy with the choices and called Schlageter "a smart and really nice guy." "I would like to congratulate the new managers," Dunne stated. He added that he would also like to congratulate Roemer and Milani on their decision. "I think the new managers will find Roemer straight forward and easy to work with," Dunne noted.

Roemer added his own compliments to Schlageter, Jordan, and Zoroomski. "They are all fully capable of both the leadership and technical aspects of the job. All the applicants and everyone we interviewed were outstanding people," Roemer emphasized. "It was a very tough decision."

Schlageter said he is "anxious to do a good job." He added his general plans were to continue to "fix up the place, making improvements wherever needed, and run the bar as efficiently as possible."

University-Bar relationship

Senior Bar is owned by the University. According to Roemer, the University purchased the licensor and subsidized it when it was losing money. But the day-to-day operation is the responsibility of the Senior Class, specifically those who are chosen and paid to oversee it.

Roemer stated that many administrators and faculty are associated with Senior Bar. Philip Facenda, general counsel for the University is involved with renewing the license every year. He also deals with any legal problems the bar faces.

Senior Bar is licensed by the Indiana Alcoholic Beverage Commission. According to ABC law, this type of license requires a defined membership with dues of at least $6 a year. The Notre Dame Senior Alumni Association is the charter that meets this requirement. Dues are $10 per year and membership is open to insure proper bookkeeping.

Milani and Roemer are advisers and set direct overall policy and employment. This year, unusually high profits caused some discussion about investments.

"From a legal point of view," Roemer stated, "there is no question who the money belongs to." He explained that he would like to see the profits used for improvements. Roemer cited the restrooms, the stairs, and the floors as areas which could be improved. "I think the more you upgrade a place, it will be reflected in the clientele and the way they act," he said. If possible, Roemer added that something could be set aside for next year's initial operating expenses.

"The money put into Senior bar comes from the Senior Class," Roemer stated. He explained his ideas for using the profits to benefit future senior classes. This could be done by organizing a scholarship fund for needy seniors or possibly an emergency fund.

Roemer agreed that the use of profits was definitely an administrative decision. He added that he would be open to suggestions from the students "as long as they are beneficial to the whole class."

THE STUDENT PLAYERS
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A NEIL SIMON COMEDY

"COME BLOW YOUR HORN!"
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THE SOUND OF BRASS
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THE NOTRE DAME BRASS QUINTET
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Applications for printer, secretary now being taken

Call John - H22
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States was prepared to defend the Panama Canal if the Panamanian military had tried to take the waterway by force, President Carter's chief spokesman said yesterday.

"It is safe for you to assume we would be prepared to defend American interests and the canal as we have been," White House Press Secretary Jody Powell said.

The White House statement was prompted after Panamanian General Omar Torrijos declared that his regime was ready to sabotage the canal if the treaty had been cancelled and no passes or gold were provided.

Carter said Sen. Howard Cannon, D-NV, one of the last to declare himself in favor of the treaty switch, said the Senate had recommended the second of the two Panamanian Canal treaties on Tuesday night.

The treaties relinquish U.S. control of the international waterway by the end of the century.

The accord was passed with one vote to spare, the minutes after the passage of the international waterway by the end of the century.

"I'm not surprised," Lasalt said of the Torrijos statement. "But it was a hell of a way to start a shongan marriage."

The Pentagon said Friday that no alert had been implemented. However, Defense Department officials said officials with the Southern Command Headquarters in the Canal Zone reported late Tuesday that military personnel in the zone had been stepped up.

But authorities stressed that no leaves were cancelled and no U.S. troops were placed on alert.

**The New Specials**

- **Library**
  - **Thursday**
    - 7&7 Special 50¢
    - 7 - 10
    - Specials on all Carry Outs

**Sonic's**

**Road Rally**

The green flag falls on Sunday at 9 a.m. for the 1978 An Tostal Road Race. All of nature's own vehicle, gas, and all the navigators you can stand to bring. A street map of South Bend-Mishawaka might also be helpful.

For registration and information, call Tim "Panther" Malloy '78 or Jim Swintal, who has actually attended the Indianapolis 500 four times, at 287-5726.

**SMC Football**

On An Tostal Monday there will be two semi final interhall football games featuring the Belles of Saint Mary's. Holy Cross will meet McCandless on Saint Mary's field at 4:30 p.m., followed by University against LeMars.

The Saint Mary's interhall champion will be determined on Tuesday. Then, on Sunny Saturday on the field in back of Stephan Center, this team will take on Notre Dame's champion, Lewis Hall.

**Car Stuffing**

Have you ever thought about being a sardine? An Tostal gives you the chance. You and your friends can pack yourselves together like sardines in a can--An Tostal's Car Stuffing Contest.

The object of the contest is as many people as will fit in an old car furnished by us. This intimate event will be held Frivolous Friday at 3 p.m.

Get your team together and call 7905 or 7908 to sign up or to get further information.
Coalition formed to oppose tuition tax credit

INDIANAPOLIS [AP] - Nine of the state's biggest educational organizations have formed a coalition to fight the Tuition Tax Credit Act pending in Congress, spokesmen for the group said yesterday.

The coalition will make public schools "institutions for the poor" and reduce the quality of free, public education, the coalition said.

"Private schools ought to function without expecting to dip into the public till," Robert L. Theszenbery, director of the Indiana Federation of Teachers, told reporters at a news conference.

The coalition, which also includes the Indiana Congress of Parents and Teachers PTA and the Indiana State Teachers Association, claims the tax credit is unconstitutional.

The legislation provides a tax credit for half of a child's private school tuition, up to $500. It originally included all private school tuition but was amended in a House committee last week to exclude elementary and secondary school tuition.

But Lenore Bruce, legislative coordinator for the state PTA, warned that elementary and secondary schools may be amended back into the bill once it reaches the House floor.

"The current federal role in support of elementary and secondary education amounts to approximately $128 for every child in public schools and $70 for every child in non-public school," Bruce said. "The tax credit...would provide four times as much money has been opposed by Attorney General Griffin Bell and most constitutional scholars as a violation of the First Amendment's separation of church and state," she said.

Bruce said she met with most of Indiana's eleven congressmen in Washington last week. Three of them - Democrats Floyd Fitzian, David Cornwell and Phil Sharp - are undecided, she said. Democrats John Brademas and Andy Jacobs are opposed to the credits, and Republicans Elwood Hillis and John Myers and Democrat Dave Evans support credits for private college tuition.

Bruce also challenged the constitutionality of the proposal. "This type of federal involvement in fostering schools based upon political, ethnic and religious philosophy has been opposed by Attorney General Griffin Bell and most constitutional scholars as a violation of the First Amendment's separation of church and state," she said.

Sophomore class officers now accepting applications

The new ND Sophomore Class officers are now accepting applications for positions on next year's Sophomore Advisory Council and the Public Relations Committee.

The Council will consist of one representative from each hall, with the exception of Flanner and Grace, which will have two each. The Public Relations Committee will consist of 12-15 members.

The application deadline is 5 p.m. Friday. For more information, call either Jim Veraldi (8941), Maureen McKenna (7827), Debbie Smith (1284), or Aaron Bell (3003).

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."
A Reply from Senior Bar

Editor's Note: The following is an open letter to John Larabee who was printed in the Observer.

Dear Mr. Larabee:

I would like to thank you for your interest and concern with the operation of the Senior-Alumni Club. It is my feeling that many of our fellow classmates have similar questions and would appreciate if someone could answer them.

Therefore the purpose of this letter is not merely to comment on your observations, but rather to better acquaint the members of the Senior-Alumni Club with the overall operation of the bar.

First, I would like to discuss the bar's financial position. I was misquoted in the Observer. I was not saying it was necessary to build up the bar's profits to $25,000. At the time of the interview the bar's profits were slightly in excess of that figure. At this point I would like to emphasize it never was, nor will it ever be by my intention "to build" the bar's profits to any level. I am somewhat disappointed that such great attention is centered on the Senior Bar's profit and so little consideration is paid to the staff whose efforts have resulted in many permanent improvements. The neighborhood must accumulate due to the efforts of an extremely honest and hard working staff.

Howard would like to say that I am in no way angry with the Observer for misquoting me. To expect absolute perfection from any organization is unfair, especially from a completely student run operation such as the Observer of the Senior Bar.

In your letter you also state that I am defensive about this bar's profits. In all honesty the Senior Bar is in a unique position since it has realized such financial success. As a result it is still uncertain where the profits will go. I can assure you that once the administration realizes how it will allocate the funds there is no level of the bar's profits to any level. I am in no way angry with the Observer. However, I would like to say that I am with good reason.

On April 14, it was in the Observer. How is it possible for me to explain every aspect of the bar's operation in one short article? You are absolutely correct, I did not mention the dinner in the article, nor did I mention the bar's profits to any level. I am defensive about this point I would like to mention. Kenneth Miliani, the faculty advisor to the bar, suggested having the dinner and Dean James Roemer approved and signed the check for this dinner. Mr. Miliani and I, do not feel your criticism is in any way valid, but rather very cheap and petty.

If you are interested in reviewing our books please feel free. Kenn Ricci is the business manager who has been with the bar since its beginning. He will enjoy meeting you and answering any of your questions. I would like to say publicly that we are audited twice a semester by the University auditor, Mr. Lee Cohen. As a matter of fact Mr. Cohen has recently completed his first audit of the second semester and he and I met in his office on April 14. Mr. Cohen commented to me that "the bar's records are very clear and in good order." Mr. Cohen went on to say that we had a very clean and accurate record. He said the financial general manager, should be proud. In my opinion if you are a science major, Mr. Cohen's opinion of our business should be very interesting in the books you have audited.

James J. Dunne III
General Manager, Senior Bar

SOPHOMORE CLASS ELECTIONS: {In Retrospect}

Dear Editor,

In the recent Class of '81 elections, of all of the tickets running in the class, only one had a woman running for the post of President. And, to my surprise, this was one of the two tickets which made it to the run-off election. There is something to be said for a class at Notre Dame which almost elects a ticket with a woman in the top slot. To use a popular phrase on campus, the rest was to be "gray." I wish then to commend the class of '81, especially all of its members who saw past the posters to the platforms, and, I wish to commend everyone connected with the Accord-Ward-Solari-Dunne ticket, for getting there which was "gray." I shall ask that my name be withheld from this letter, not because I am ashamed to sign it, but because I hope that it could have been written by persons other than myself.

James J. Dunne III
General Manager, Senior Bar

WAASHINGTON—I like Ripplendor because he knows everything. The other day I asked him how he felt about the neutron bomb and he said, "I like the neutron bomb. It's safe and it's sure, and God, kids, this stuff needs another war weapon to protect itself." "But," I said, "it seems so expensive." "For a tactical weapon it's a steal. Maybe I'm wrong. It's expensive today, but let's say by the year 2000, when we give the Panama Canal back to Panama, somebody says the United States can't go through the canal below El Salvador. What do we do?" "I don't know." "Use the neutron bomb. We kill all the people in the area but we don't hurt the canal. Then everyone will say the bomb was a mistake." "That's a good point. If we use conventional nuclear weapons to blast El Salvador boat out of the way, no one would say anything more about the canal," I said. "The only thing that worries me is that if we build a neutron bomb, Iran and India and some Arab and Japan and Israel will demand we buy them Also, if we let our friends depend on their goodwill, they have first crack at all our new weapons."
The Christian Message

by fr. bill toohey

"In ten words or less, what's the Christ message? Tell me in ten words.

I said: 'We all have bastard's, but God loves us anyway.'"

That’s the explanation Will Campbell came up with when he was pressed by a friend for a succinct definition of Christianity. The definition, carried to its logical conclusion, would eventually lead Campbell to a profound conversion and reappraisal of his own ministry.

In a truly remarkable autobiography, Brother to a Dragonfly, Campbell spins a tale of our South during a critical segment of its history. He was a chaplain at Ole Miss, where he quickly found himself in the hot seat of racial trouble. They called him a "nigger" and a "trashcanSocial worker," and others, "Black Jesus." They called him "radical," "anti-hippies," and even "an activist," was beginning to turn his sights in another direction, he has been forced to look in the mirror, to ask himself, "What do I mean when I say 'black Jesus'? What is the legacy of the Civil Rights Movement? What is the meaning of the civil rights movement and we who had no part in it?"

No wonder Will Campbell has enemies on the left and the right. He has been forced to become a reconciler by his reading of the Bible. He has come to an understanding of the nature of tragedy. Campbell sees through his own smugness and arrogance and pridefulness—the infection of his earlier days as a doctrinaire social activist. He states his case:

"There was drama and romance in the civil rights movement and we who had no home at home sought that home in the 'black' cause. . . . We did not understand that those who we so valiantly called 'red-neck' were a part of the tragedy. They had been victimized one step beyond the black. . . . We picked the wrong enemy. We were the aggressors. We were the invaders. We were the aggressors. We were the invaders.

Will Campbell's case for his pridefulness comes through the realization that "we are all bastards loved by God". Forced to acknowledge that, we all have citizenship in the "democracy of sin."
Field receives Truman Award

Patti Field, a sophomore at Saint Mary's, is a 1978 winner of a four-year Harry S. Truman Scholar-ship. The scholarship covers all expenses for the last two years of her undergraduate career and the first two years of whatever graduate or professional program she chooses.

Field is one of only 53 recipients for 1978, the second year of the Truman Scholarship's operation. One winner is chosen from each of 50 states, the District of Columbia, and two territories. Field was one of the five semi-finalists in her home state of Wisconsin.

Students applying for the scholarship must be nominated by their college, be in the upper 25 percent of their class, carry a B average, and have the intention of doing graduate work in the field leading to a public service career.

Field, a government major, is scheduled to graduate from Saint Mary's in June.

ND Brass Quintet plans to perform

"The Sound of Brass," is the title of a short concert to be given by the Notre Dame Brass Quintet in Howard Hall at 7:00 p.m. tonight. Sponsored by the Howard Aca-
demic-Cultural Committee, the concert is open to the public and free of charge.

The quintet is under the hand of Fr. George Wiskirchen, assistant director of bands at Notre Dame. Wiskirchen is also founding direc-
tor of the jazz program at Notre Dame.

The concert, which traces the development of brass literature, will be followed by a short reception with refreshments.

SG to arrange summer storage

"Notre Dame Student Govern-
ment will conduct a program for off-campus summer storage similar to the fall programs. All students moving off campus next year can sign up now through Tuesday in the Student Government offices in LaFortune.

Senior Art Show to open at SMC

The final Senior Comprehensive Art Show will open in the galleries of Saint Mary's college tomorrow. Included in this show are draw-

ings by Barb Abell, paintings by Cathy Cvavagh and Louise Herold, and fibers by Mary Fran Hefner.

Gallery hours are 9-11 a.m. and 12-3 p.m. Tuesday-Friday, and 1:30-5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

ND Orchestra to play Strauss

At 8:15 p.m. tomorrow the Notre Dame Orchestra, Adrian Bryant, conductor, will present "Evening in Vienna," a program featuring the music of Johann Strauss. The program will feature guest soloists, including Concertmaster John Brademas; balalaik and ballroom dancing.

A part of the Notre Dame Concert Series, "Evening in Vienna" will take place in the ballroom of LaFortune. The event is open to the public without charge.

Erhard Winkler, a native of Vienna and professor of earth sciences at Notre Dame, will be master of ceremonies. Brademas will be guest soloist in the "Fizzica
to Polka."

Notre Dame voice faculty Becky Stafee, soprano, Patrick Maloney, tenor, and sopranos Susan Groeschel, a music major at Notre Dame, will perform arias and duets from Strauss' "Die Fledermaus," "Cradlets," "Laughing Song," "Truite Liebeschen," and the "Uhr Duet."

Pam Coffman and Scott Forkner, dancers from the studio of Caroline Hines, South Bend, will present the ballet "Blue Danube." The orchestra's program includes pieces for orchestra alone, such as the "Zigeunerbaron Overture," and favorite works for which the orchestra will be invited to dance: "Empire Waltz," "Tristich Tschach Pokka," "Wiener Blu," "Roses from the South," and the "Thunder and Lightning Polka."

Amnesty group to hold picnic

Amnesty International, in con-

junction with CILA, will hold its picnic on Sunday from 3:30-6 p.m. in Piedbrook Park. Refreshments will be provided and admission is free.

To reach the park, take Angola Rd. to Riverside St. Turn right, and proceed until arriving at the back of Saint Mary's.

Rides will be available, leaving the Main Circle at 2:30 p.m. For more information, call Mike at 8701.

Vacate Stepan lot

The An Tostal Committee is asking for the cooperation of all students, staff, and faculty to refrain from using the Stepan Center Parking Lot at 8 p.m. tomorrow.

Some campus equipment will be placed in the parking lot during the weekend, staff and faculty assign-
ed to the Stepan Center Parking Lot will be permitted to use the South half of the Stepan Center Basket-

Carberry to give Kelly Lecture

James J. Carberry, professor of chemical engineering at Notre Dame, will deliver the Kelly Lec-
ture at Purdue University's School of Chemical Engineering in May.

In his lecture, "Cataclysmic Oxida-
tion Reaction Engineering," Carberry will describe research progress for several oxidation sys-
tems of contemporary interest.

The 1976 recipient of the R.H. Willem Award for Chemical Re-

duction Engineering of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, he has recently been named Sir Win ton Churchill Fellow, Cambridge Uni-

library happy hour

TONIGHT 6-9 PM

SPONSORED BY

J & J ENTERPRISES AND STUDENT UNION SOCIOLOGICAL COMMISSION

$2 price beer & drinks
Now comes Miller time.

©1977 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Continental's Chickenfeed Fares are the solution to the discount fares confusion. Pure and simple.

Chickenfeed Fares are simple. There are no lower fares anywhere we fly. Save 40% on weekdays, 30% on weekends to all our mainland cities. (Between selected cities you'll save 50% or more.)

They're this pure. There are no restrictions of any kind. No buying your ticket a month in advance. No maximum stays. They're this pure. There are no restrictions on weekdays, or more.)

The only limitation is the number of seats available. So don't wait.

Call your Campus Rep. Travel Agent or Continental Airlines. Ask for the Chickenfeed Fare. Then make tracks for somewhere nice.

*We've even told the administration we'll blow up this building if they don't meet our demands.*

They want to know which explosive we'd prefer.
Linksmen boast fourth-place finish

by Mark Rosenthal
Sports Writer

"It was our day in the sun. All our persistence and hard work paid off. It was a totally outstanding performance by the Notre Dame team," said O'Sullivan, the words of an elated coach Noel O'Sullivan, who witnessed the Midwest's fourth-place performance of the Notre Dame golf team in the 1978 Annual Kelly Anheuser Busch College Golf Tournament at Ohio State's demanding Scarlet Course. Twenty-five teams, representing the best and starkest competition in the Midwest, participated in the prestigious event. The Big Ten Conference team placed first, followed by the Mid-American Conference, tenth entered participants. The remaining fifteen represented the Midwest's five major independent institutions.

After the first round of action in the tournament, the Irish were in a strong position. They had taken fifth place comfortably in fifth place with a team score of 813.6, significantly better than last year's Big Ten championship. This year, Notre Dame State, last year's Big Ten champion and perennial power, quickly revealed its superior team status and jumped to a comfortable first round lead which was never challenged throughout the tournament.

O'Sullivan's team finished the tournament with a total score of 294, good enough for fourth place in the tournament. Dave Kee and Tom McCarthy each had a fine day on the greens, posting rounds of 72. Dave Kee shot an outstanding round of 72. Dave Kee and Tom McCarthy each had a fine day on the greens, posting rounds of 72. Dave Kee shot an outstanding round of 72.

On the second day of the competition the Irish squad delivered solid performances throughout the tourney. With a total team score of 294, good enough for fourth place in the tournament.

Dave Kee and Tom McCarthy each had a fine day on the greens, posting rounds of 72. Dave Kee shot an outstanding round of 72.

The team's fourth-place performance was very creditable in light of the power of the other schools," said O'Sullivan. "Ohio State is ranked third in the United States and just has some great players. I am very proud and thrilled with the team's performance in this tournament. My players are superior adjusters and thinkers. They rely on me as a coach." Ohio State, as expected, received the tournament's first place trophy for their first place finish. Miami of Ohio snatched second place, 13 strokes better than the Irish, and Big Ten runner-up Indiana grabbed the third place spot, sniping the Irish by only seven strokes.

As far as individual honors are concerned, Rich Keene entered a tournament total of 228 which was good enough for sixth place in a field comprised of 150 players. Jerry Yevich, from Illinois State, garnered all individual honors by posting a 54-hole total of 222. Notre Dame's Dave Kee finished with a 233 and Tim Sachse with a 235.

Next Saturday the Irish travel to West Lafayette for the Purdue Invitational. The Irish are anxious to improve upon their, or at least equal, last year's second place finish. Final thoughts on importance if the Irish wish to make the District and NCAA Tournaments. O'Sullivan believes that team consistency and fine play will make an NCAA bid a reality.
TILS survive near Bookstore upset

By Frank LaGonna
Sports Writer

There's something about Bookstore Basketball that really brings out the iron in a man. Whether you're an 'iron curtain' or a 'hard bouncer', when the Irish took on the Fighting Irish yesterday, I knew you gotta be tough to play Bookstore. And the reason was very simple. Yesterday was no exception as the thermometer dropped to 40 degrees and even the iron campus cager thought twice before removing his sweatshirt. It was one of the coldest games of the tournament, and the Irish were definitely not going to be able to pull a 21-12 victory. The No. 1 seed Notre Dame has been known for a long time to be the most consistent team in the tournament, and the Irish certainly lived up to that reputation yesterday. The pair of pivotmen played a significant role in Notre Dame's victory over the Fighting Irish. The 6-11 center started the first 14 games last year until he suffered a knee injury and was forced to disqualify Waste's time on the court. The battle lines have been drawn in this city, and the Fighting Irish fans are really happy in being able to have their team playing against Notre Dame. The game will be played on Thursday, April 20, 1978.

One Man's View

In recent years Howard Cosell hasn't exactly been baseball's biggest supporter. No, one doesn't even want to pick a ticket to a game. Only with his recent association with ABC's Monday Night Baseball has Cosell's name been linked with the National Pastime. And, in his recent role of the sportscaster. Is he simply a company man, hired by a team or a supporter. No one has seen him reach to pick up a bat or a glove or even a television guide. The answer lies somewhere in the middle. Yes, sportscasting has become a form of entertainment. No longer does the sport fan want to hear the gravelly voice of the sportscaster and not speak about what happens on the field. Sports fans now want an announcer who will show empathy and respect for his team. The game is a social disease.

The battle lines have been drawn for the backs. The Corky should be eliminated. No one has seen him reach to pick up a bat or a glove or even a television guide. The answer lies somewhere in the middle. Yes, sportscasting has become a form of entertainment. No longer does the sport fan want to hear the gravelly voice of the sportscaster and not speak about what happens on the field. Sports fans now want an announcer who will show empathy and respect for his team. The game is a social disease.

Now, I'm as much for entertainment among broadcasters as the next person, but in the recent years, Cosell's name has been drawn in the hometown column of the sportscaster. "C'mon folks, let's get a little rally going here." That's what I'd like to say to Cosell. He's not only a great baseball commentator, but he's also a great sportscaster. For the books, it was smart of Howard to move to theNew York Times and publish his columns with seven points in 22 contests. Bill Polinsky has been a consistent five rebounds for the winners. In other scores it was: O Men! Out ¡Not-Ready-For-Bookstore Bas­ ketball! The Butcher of the Big Four is a proud All-American Load Team by 11. The Observer is a proud Four Trucks by 2; Wells Vargo by 10; and the Monks by 5. In the Books, the Fighting Irish split the 12 points.
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